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LETTER FROM 
THE CHAIR

Sociology from/of Latin
America

 

Claudio E. Benzecry
Northwestern University

This is my second and last letter as the

sectional chair. I would like to thank all the

council members, newsletter editors, junior

theorist symposium organizers, and award

committee members, who have generously

undertaken the work that leads to a

successful conference and a year-long

engagement with the section.[1] After three

years we were able to see each other in

person, mingle, debate, celebrate. The

Theory section activities started with the

Junior Theorist Symposium, followed by a

great Coser Salon lecture by Greta Krippner

on the history of individualized risk, an

international panel on field theory, and two

sibling sessions on Global Theorizing (joint

with the GATS section), and Theorizing the

US. 

The intention of the latter -as sketched on

my first letter from the chair- was to help us

to better think of the US as a historical

formation instead of the de facto unit for

generalization, and the related limitation

for the category Global South -as used in

everyday US sociological conversation- to

capture the heterogeneity of the non-

Western world at large, and of Latin

America in particular.[2]

We were not alone on this intellectual

pursuit in Los Angeles, though, the final

part of Professor Cecilia Menjivar’s

Presidential Address was dedicated to the

twin purpose of showing how much

knowledge from the Global South can be

generative, and how sociology and public

and policy interventions have been

historically central to Latin American social

sciences. On the 
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first point, Dr. Menjivar -born in El

Salvador- referred to her intellectual

influences, as well as explained how much

knowledge produced in the Global South

can help us to “better understand

conditions in the U.S. today, not the least

because the same forces that have ravaged

the global south are also wreaking havoc

here.” On the second, she described a long

standing Latin American tradition of

political intervention, seen tragically for

instance in the closure of sociology

departments and the proscription and

killing of sociologists in the Southern

Cone during the military dictatorships of

the 70s and 80s. In highlighting how

sociologists from the region have been

involved in applying knowledge for social

change she finds a lesson for debates in the

US “between advancing science or

engaging in the struggles stemming from

sociological knowledge” noticing how

these lines “have been blurred for decades

in Latin American sociology. Indeed, the

challenge there is not to choose one or the

other, but rather, to find ways to better

combine the two.”

To illustrate this last point, Dr. Menjivar

chose a picture from the mobilization in

Argentina in favor of the legalization of

abortion, an experience that has become

tidal all throughout Latin America, and

made it to the conference itself, with

numerous scholars wearing the pañuelos

verdes that have been for almost a decade

symbols of the fight for reproductive 

 

rights in the region. That image points to a

felicitous coincidence with this missive and

this newsletter, as the objective of this piece

is to introduce a symposium of short but

substantive contributions about sociology

of/from Latin America, which includes the

opinion piece “Feminism at a Crossroads:

Key takeaways from Latin America.” As

sketched on the previous letter, the intent is

to present how certain key discussions on

terms like social protest, state rights, and

environmental justice, among others, are

operationalized in Latin America to

illuminate the historical specificities of

countries in the peripheries as well as those

taken-for-granted at the center.

To choose what would be the topics featured

here, I used as reference the themes of the

presidential panels from the 2021 and 2022

from the Latin American Studies Association

(LASA), the largest association that deals with

studies of the area, with members from all of

the Americas. The presidential themes

included presentations on agricultural

technology, food security and development;

the relationship between Latin America, the

US and the Caribbean; new feminisms; the

new right-wing mobilization; mobility and

migration policy, as well as debates about

extractivism and its role within regional

development strategies.

We tend to ask if the subaltern can speak, but

get a bit puzzled when theories by

peripheral scholars don’t conform to the

established geographical division of labor, to

the pairing 
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of what happens in the region with the

topics we have used to make sense of it

from to the center to refer to it, or when

they lack a more “radical” take on the

phenomena. The spirit of this symposium

is one of opening up a conversation. There

is sometimes an impetus to extend themes

and theories of the US into new contexts,

without reading much local scholarship, or

when done, using them as “input” in what

is not an intellectual dialogue but rather

viewed as stepping stones to build away

from that. We hope this small showcase of

themes, theories, and scholars is just the

beginning of a much more thorough

South-North engagement in the future.

The articles that follow are written by

Latin American scholars working in Latin

America and in the US to discuss what are

the main issues in their agenda, and how

they make sense of them. The list includes

in three of the cases collaborations

between scholars working in both

contexts, and who have done research in -

by alphabetical order- Argentina, Bolivia,

Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico,

and Puerto Rico; as well as in the US.[3] As

the reader will notice there are plenty of

references to scholarship produced in

Latin America (there’s far more

bibliography on Portuguese and Spanish

than in your regular sociological

contribution in the US), as well as to

scholarship about Latin American in the

US. The spirit of this intervention is not

one of saving an uncontaminated stand-

 

point, but rather of showing the actual

frictions, disjunctures, aporias,

displacements that happen when putting

knowledge in motion. 

In the first article, “Feminism at a

Crossroads: Key takeaways from Latin

America,” authors from Mexico, Argentina

and the US, discuss three insights that can be

learned from the reproductive justice

movements and beyond in terms of social-

justice-oriented versions of democracy; the

metaphor of wave or tide to understand the

temporality of the organization of the

movement and its consolidation; and the

horizontal/network like character of

successful and effective participation. In the

second article, “Plurinationality as an idea

and a reality in 21st Century Bolivia,

Ecuador, and Chile,” Jorge Derpic discusses

the centrality in ethnic identification and

mobilization for citizenship rights, showing

how plurinationality is a challenge to the

processes of mestizaje, central to the

modernizing and cultural constitution of the

national state as we have come to think of it;

the article also provides us with a nice entry

to the debates on the neo-extractivist

character of the development these

plurinational states build themselves upon

economically, and the ensuing

contradictions at play. In the third article,

“Cannibalizing the Northern Environmental

Justice Perspective,” the authors weave

through their own work on environmental

justice and toxic uncertainty, to show the

myopias that 
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result in the non-reflexive import of US

based theories to make sense of a case with

different gender, political and ethnic

dynamics. In the fourth article, “Debt,

Greed, and Disasters: For a Plausible Study

of Puerto Rico and its Systemic Risk,”

Salvador Vidal-Ortiz places Puerto Rico in

a unique in-between-space betwixt Latin

America and the US, constituted by

Caribbean coloniality, and as a fruitful

locus to think about the intertwined

character of debt, disaster and

“modernization.” The contribution is also

a call for peripheral and horizontal

networks in the generation of knowledge

production. The last article for this

symposium, written by two different

generations of scholars (Cook-Martín and

Jensen) specialized in migration and

mobility regimes in the Americas, is a

powerful theoretical and methodological

reflection about the myopias present in

the US versions of how migration and

access to status and rights happen, as well

as in the irreflexive use of “Global South”

as an antidote. This last contribution

proposes some tools for epistemological

vigilance to avoid said myopias.

The papers point to several potential

avenues for US sociology to learn from

what happens south of the border, the

contributions by are both invitation to

think together, to see how things are

conceptualized differently, and at the most

basic level, to know about current social

and political developments in the region. 

At a theoretical level, the articles call our

attention to the historically intertwined

character of sociological scholarship, and

public and policy interventions; explores the

political arrangements resulting from racial

and ethnic configurations other than the

binary theorized and consequently exported

from the US experience; proposes to upend

the intellectual division of labor between

North and South by showing how knowledge

diffusion works at the local level on a hybrid

and “cannibalized” way, instead of the direct

export of frames from Western Europe and

the US to understudied regions of the world;

the production of lay expertise and activist

networks on a continental level, emphasizing

the movement from South to North (as in

the example of the Marea Verde, ASA

President Menjivar mentioned on her

address); more generally, the articles serve to

also destabilize our understanding of North

and South, and of constructs such as the US

and Latin America as fixed intellectual

categories.

Lastly, the symposium has been a work of

actual collaboration among scholars,

including some involved in the political

movements they analyze. Unlike other

manifesto-like documents, reflecting on

intellectual agendas or the movement of

ideas and the power dynamics of it -like my

first letter from the chair-, this symposium is

the result of exchanges across the Americas,

by scholars who have put their bodies and

mind to collaborate in concrete ways,

building off their own research and that of
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their colleagues, and writing across

borders. The Theory section has answered

the call from the presidential address to do

South-North cross pollination. We can

only hope this will be just one among

many similar endeavors. 

NOTES

[1] I would like to specially thanks Simone Polillo, the past chair, for his guidance; Claire

Decoteau -the treasurer-, for all her hard work behind the scene to make sure the section

was running smoothly through the pandemic; and Luis Flores, who went beyond his

duties as student council member to make sure the JTS conference and awards were

thoroughly advertised.

[2] A more thorough account of the section activities will happen on the Fall issue of this

newsletter.

[3] The list is of course incomplete, there are other ways or classifying/ arranging

scholarship from/of Latin America. We also suffered some last-minute desertions because

of the pandemic (an article on State, development and expertise written by Brazilian

academics, for instance); scholars refusing the invitation because of other commitments,

etc. One of the unfortunate realities of attempts to generate disciplinary change is that

people interested in it are already participating in multiple spaces and initiatives oriented

towards the same, and have a higher demand of their time in comparison to those

interested in maintaining status quo. There is also a related infrastructural inertial

impediment to this kind of writing, which counts very little for our CVS.
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SYMPOSIUM ON
LATIN AMERICA

Migration Myopias and Insights from the Global South
Katherine Jensen, University of Wisconsin-Madison

David Cook-Martín, University of Colorado-Boulder

Sociological theory purports to be

universal but is prone to the same biases

and myopias as any other field of the

social sciences. In his December newsletter

commentary, Claudio Benzecry

questioned persistent assumptions of U.S.

exceptionalism and the associated

conceptualization of non-U.S. cases. He

raises the prospect that, in reference to

cases outside the North Atlantic West,

"Global South" may flatten differences

when devoid of the critical and relational

character from which the term emerged.

This is part of a broader warning that

globalizing theory, for all its promise, may

reproduce U.S.-centric binaries. After all,

many of us (writers and audience alike) are

positioned in North American institutions

which weigh heavily in the global system

of knowledge production. Whatever our 

rhetorical commitments to de-centering that

experience, we are, as Adrian Favell has

noted with respect to migration theory,

"almost always critics writing from the heart

of the Death Star" (2022, 7).

In this brief essay, we suggest that even from

the heart of empire one can make judicious

use of "Global South'' through sustained

comparative and historical approximations

to matters of sociological interest and in

dialogue with knowledge producers outside

core contexts.[1] We distinguish revelatory

or reflexive uses of Global South from

obfuscating or irreflexive ones - those that

confound understanding by hiding or

leveling out meaningful differences. Our

argument is informed by an analysis of

refuge and migration in the Americas, but

with comparative references to Europe, the 
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Middle East, and Australasia. Drawing on

research in and across these regions, we

probe how an irreflexive Global South

perspective misses significant differences,

obfuscates similarities, or cannot readily

explain aspects of migration policies,

movements, and lived experiences.

GLOBAL SOUTH AS AN ANALYTIC

LENS

A Global South perspective is powerful. It

reminds social analysts of what Raúl

Prebisch observed of general economic

theory: that seen from the periphery it had

"a false sense of universality" (1949, 358,

authors' translation). A "southern

standpoint" built on the perspective of

Latin Americanists like Prebisch, among

others, has the potential to correct skewed

"core" views (Go 2016, 2). While Global

South admittedly has a range of meanings

- geographic demarcations, location in a

global economic and political hierarchy,

or history of colonial subjugation, among

others - it does important signifying work.

It captures family resemblances, and it

throws into sharp relief crystallized forms

of exploitative and oppressive relational

dynamics. Viewing human mobility

through the Global South/North

dichotomy, for instance, shows much

about the ways and whys of global

migration patterns, flows, and restrictions.

At the same time, when we conceptually

cleave the world in two as part of an

unexamined intellectual reflex, however 

well intentioned, we can flatten important

dimensions of that which we study. In the

case of migration and mobility, the Global

South lens could prevent us from seeing and

explaining other relations and patterns of

difference and commonality across the

globe.

Michael Rodríguez-Muñiz (2015) has

fruitfully alerted us to "ontological myopias"

- constrictions of scholarly imagination

based on fundamental assumptions about

the social world or cultural infrastructures of

knowledge - and proposed analytic

corrections. Given the constraints of this

essay, we focus on the first corrective

measure proposed by Muñiz: to identify a

reductive Global South prism and its effects.

Moreover, while we focus on myopias

associated with the Global South perspective,

we acknowledge that Global North has its

own shortcomings though they are beyond

the scope of this discussion.

In what follows, we identify empirical and

analytic distortions of migration introduced

by an irreflexive use of the Global South

perspective and the benefits of adopting a

southern standpoint following Prebisch

(1949) and Julian Go (2016). As noted earlier,

by ‘irreflexive use’ we mean one that reduces

a case to one dimension, like geography, to

the detriment of additional theoretically

significant dimensions relative to other cases

at a given point in time. In such uses, “Global

South” serves as a self-evident explanation

that does not value nor build from

grounded, 
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deep knowledge about particular social

milieu. A reflexive use, on the other hand,

investigates the phenomenon or case of

interest within historical and

contemporary webs of relations and

reveals key processes and causes. And it

grapples with intellectual traditions that

offer alternative theoretical and empirical

“casings” of the world.[2] By engaging

southern standpoint scholars, Argentina,

for example, becomes not only a situ for

studying social movements, but also

African and Afrodescendant immigrant

experiences of racism in a country

mythologized as “without black people”

(Bidaseca 2010; Espiro and Zubrzycki

2013). 

EMPIRICAL MYOPIAS 

A simplistic Global South lens misses or

distorts differences, similarities, and

directionalities in migration phenomena.

It glosses over gradations and

multiplicities found among southern

countries as well as within them.

Missed or distorted differences and similarities

Take, for example, refugee policies that

show no uniform trend by region.

Countries categorized as belonging to the

"Global South" range from highly

welcoming to restrictive. One global

survey declares Brazil the best place in the

world to be a refugee, followed by Costa

Rica and Niger, but also Canada; and on

the other end, names Iran, Malaysia, and 

Thailand the worst places for refugee rights

(Forster 2011). Both the seemingly best and

worst countries to be a refugee are in the

“South.”

The widest spectrum of variation exists

outside the North Atlantic West generally, as

well as within its subregions. Latin America

has been lauded as having the highest

standards of refugee protection in the world.

Yet, there are significant gaps between

countries like Argentina and Brazil, on the

one hand, and Cuba and the Dominican

Republic, on the other (Freier and Gauci

2020). Nor are such contexts static. Chile and

other countries have responded to

Venezuelan forced displacement with

increasing restrictions, but Brazil has

expanded pathways to regularization.

Moreover, reductive uses of "Global South''

likewise miss differences within a national

context. While Brazil, for instance, is

heralded as a model in refugee protection,

there is much bureaucratic variance in how

its policies are enacted and experienced on

the ground. Getting asylum looks very

different for black and white refugees in that

country. The asylum cases of Black African

refugees receive more scrutiny, are more

frequently disregarded, and suffer delays in

adjudication and deferrals of rights than

those of other asylum seekers (Jensen 2021a,

2021b, in progress). Broadly, local scholars

have shown Brazil’s national myth of

welcoming immigrants to be undercut by

white and European racial preferences

historically and into the present-day
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 (Campos 2015; Koifman 2012; Miranda

2018).

Conversely, reductive uses of "Global

South" can presume differences where

there are in fact similarities, thus

obfuscating patterned resemblances across

geographical divides. Temporary labor

migration programs appear in the Global

North and South, and we may assume that

they will take different forms depending

on the political regimes of countries in

which they occur, and policymakers tout

these differences. Yet we see similar

patterns of wage theft, low wages,

vulnerable statuses, and exploitation by

employers across countries with regime

types as different as those of Australia,

Canada, and Gulf Cooperation Council

countries (Cook-Martín, in progress). 

 

Missed directionalities

Finally, they miss important migratory

movements. Most US-sociological

research focuses on South-to-North

migration. Yet many migrants do not

follow this trajectory. As of 2020, 86

percent of refugees were in the Global

South. Primary refugee hosts are not the

United States or Canada but instead

Turkey, Colombia, Uganda, and Pakistan.

A fifth of Lebanon’s population is

refugees. More broadly, 88 percent of the

United Arab Emirates is international

migrants. Laser attention to South-North

dynamics precludes us from seeing other,

even more common, mobility patterns

and offers little to make sense of them.

Hein de Haas et al. (2019, 

889) remind us that while migration as a

percentage of the world’s population has

remained relatively constant, its directions

have changed since World War II. Most

recently, shifts in direction have been from

Southeast Asia and Africa to Gulf countries.

Finally, the assumption of unidirectional

South to North mobility, may lead us to miss

“stepwise” migration in which people move

from one country to another in search of an

ideal(ized) destination (Bhachu 1986; Paul

2017).

EXPLANATORY MYOPIAS 

While an irreflexive Global South lens

constricts our view of mobility, it may also

distort our analyses by eliding that which is

to be explained and obscuring other lines of

causality. Here we offer two examples of

explanatory myopias in our areas of

research: presumed directionalities of

diffusion, and North Atlantic West migration

dynamics as universalized benchmarks.

It is common to ascribe a gravity to relations

among countries in the North and South

which implies that diffusion moves in that

direction. Ideas about and patterns of

migration policy in the Americas, for

instance, may be seen to spread in the same

North-to-South direction as those in the

economic domain. This assumption,

however, can cause us to miss alternative

patterns and thus to forego explanations of

them. After 1940, for example, anti-

discrimination immigration policies diffused

from South to North in part by collective 
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leveraging on the part of Latin American

countries (Cook-Martín and Fitzgerald

2019).

Moreover, adopting northern dynamics as

the analytical standard, we can misread

what we see in southern contexts and

likewise be blinded to seemingly southern

patterns at work in the North.[3] In

immigration research, this myopia leads to

evaluating migrant experiences based on

formal exclusions from legal status and

through immigration control. Yet,

migrants can experience societal precarity,

racial marginalization, and economic

exploitation absent deportation regimes.

Latin America pushes us to consider other

mechanisms of inequality, as countries

officially welcome foreign newcomers

through liberal legislation recognizing

migration as a universal human right but,

in practice, reject and limit certain

nationalities, or subject migrants–even

those with regularized legal statuses and

pathways to citizenship–to politically

stifling bureaucratic hurdles (Arcarazo and

Freier 2015; Del Real 2022; Jensen 2021).

What alternative explanations emerge

when we reflexively widen our scope of

vision and perceptions of how social

worlds work? First, we become attuned to

policy patterns that vary by factors other

than geography. With labor migration

regimes, for example, policies may instead

vary by level of state autonomy relative to

capitalist employers, and by population

management ideologies. With refugee 

policies, attention to global variations that do

not map onto regional divides makes visible

patterns explained by other directionalities

of influence, like relations with the refugee-

origin country (Abdelaaty 2021). 

Second, hesitancy in applying a priori

benchmarks allows other analytical concepts

to emerge from the local milieu. Taking this

approach shows, for instance, that the

absence of institutionalized refugee policies

is not a matter of neglect, “weak institutions,”

or limited state capacity, as northern

scholars have claimed, but of "strategic

indifference" whereby states strive to

maintain international credibility without

investing resources (Norman 2021).

A PROPOSAL FOR EPISTEMOLOGICAL

VIGILANCE 

A reflexive global south approach usefully

calls us to pay attention to dynamics outside

milieu often studied from “the heart of the

Death Star.” It reminds us that other places

fundamentally matter and merit close

scholarly consideration on their own terms.

It can powerfully call forth relational

dynamics, questions, and entanglements of

power between countries and regions, as well

as within them, in particular times and

places. At its best this can entail not scaling

up existing concepts, or mushrooming

multiplicities, but pursuing a realist, from-

below “Southern standpoint” for social

theorizing (Go 2016).
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Yet “Global South” needs to be engaged

thoughtfully, with continued caution that

an irreflexive use – seen in its

commonsensical purchase and ease of

application – elides crucial dynamics.

Much is rendered visible by painting the

world with broad strokes, but much else is

lost. A reductivist use runs the danger of

crystallizing analyses too early, only

illuminating what it predisposes us to see

and foreclosing other theoretical

renderings. It forestalls the recognition of

connections that transcend presupposed

geographic binaries, as well as of the rich

dynamism of policy regimes and lived

experiences. It becomes particularly

troubling when it loses sight of specificities

definitional to the problematics under

inquiry.

We invite scholars to remain open to the

role of Global North and South relations in

influencing migration policies and shaping

migrant experiences, but also to be keenly

sensitive to contextual and lived

specificities. While policies and

experiences can be influenced by that fault

line, their structuring factors and

explanations are irreducible to it.

We think of this endeavor as one of

epistemological vigilance whereby we are

cautious about defining the bounds of our

object of study too early, or assuming that

patterns and explanations from elsewhere

apply here (those of the North Atlantic

West and particularly the United States), 

and that we know the nature and gravity of

connections among places.[4]

While a detailed proposal for how to

enhance this vigilance is outside our limited

scope, we propose a few practical

suggestions. First, a good way forward is to

study locations in an empirically grounded

way, with fine-tuned attention to the

specificities of migrant lives, for example, as

similarly and variably governed across

places.

Second, reflexivity is aided by engaging with

a breadth and diversity of scholarly

perspectives from outside “the Death Star”

and the epistemic tools they offer. Scholars

in and of the Global South have created a

corpus of empirical knowledge and

theoretical frameworks that northern

scholars would do well to read attentively

and against the familiar. Engaging this

corpus, could, for instance, alert those of us

interested in migration that the construction

of race, historically and in the present,

eludes easy categorization. Argentina is a

country thought of as "outside Afro-Latin

America," but scholars like Gisele

Kleidermacher (2011), Marta M. Maffia

(2010), Alejandro Frigerio (2006), and

Bernarda Zubrzycki (2019) highlight the

historical presence of Afro-Argentines and

emergence of African immigrant

communities. Scholars in Brazil have called

attention to the racism and xenophobia

experienced by recent Haitian and African

migration to that country, making

problematic assumptions of a welcoming

Brazilian racial democracy that outside

observers may let slide into their 
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analysis (Cogo 2018; Dutra and Silva 2016;

Martínez and Dutra 2018; Miranda 2018).

Third, sustained dialogue with scholars

who do work on the Global South and/or

are in those locations may help us avoid

some of the myopias detailed here and the

foundational misconception that patterns

and dynamics of the Global North are

universal while everything else is

particular. The authors have learned from

and been challenged by engaging with

scholars in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,

Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, and Southeast Asia

among other places. Without disregarding

linguistic and institutional barriers, which

we would likewise do well to reflexively

address, such exchanges can have

enormous recompense for those who

openly engage in them. Among them,

eschewing the imperial assumption that if

"we" have not seen or thought it then it is

not (yet) part of knowledge.
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NOTES

[1] We're reminded of Julian Go's observation that the

"Southern standpoint is not reducible to an investigator's

essential identity or presumed epistemic privilege" (2016,

32).

[2] On model "casings" and their geographies, see Krause

(2021).
 

[3] Garrido (2021) makes a similar point about how

segregation with a northern conceptual inflection is used

to analyze segregation elsewhere.
 

[4] We are inspired here by Bourdieu, Chamboredon, and

Passeron (1991, 121 ff.).
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Contra todos os importadores de consciência

enlatada. (…) Contra o mundo reversível e as

idéias objetivadas. Cadaverizadas. O stop do

pensamento que é dinâmico. (…) Só não há

determinismo — onde há mistério. Mas que

temos nós com isso? (…) Mas não foram

cruzados que vieram. Foram fugitivos de uma

civilização que estamos comendo, porque somos

fortes e vingativos como o Jabuti (…) A

transfiguração do Tabu em totem.

Antropofagia.

 

Against all importers of canned

consciousness (...) Against the reversible

world and objectified ideas. Cadaverized.

The stop of thought that is dynamic (...)

There is only no determinism — where

there is mystery. But what do we have with

that? (...) But it wasn’t crusaders who came.

They were fugitives from a civilization

that we are eating, because we are strong

and vengeful like the Jabuti (...) The

transfiguration of the Taboo into a totem.

Anthropophagy.

           

Oswald de Andrade, Manifesto Antropófago

(Anthropophagic Manifesto)

What analytical operations are necessary to

use environmental justice (EJ) perspectives

in Latin America? Broadly understood, EJ

may be a form of activism, a set of

guidelines for public policy, or a research

perspective. These three “branches” are

usually intertwined but can be analytically

distinguished. Yet they share an interest in

addressing the uneven distribution of

environmental harms and hazards along

racial, ethnic, class, and/or gender

inequalities. Our main critique here is

towards a perspective that blends EJ as

research and as a form of alleged activism

through academic writing. In which

particular ways do racial formations

intersect with social class dynamics and

gender inequalities in Latin America,

demanding a revamping of the EJ

perspective when used in that regional

context? And how can we move beyond

dichotomous understandings that condemn

“polluting actors” or celebrate “resisting

communities” and instead advance a more

nuanced interpretation of the unequal

distribution of environmental goods
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 and harms? We address these questions

taking a stance inspired by Brazilian writer

Oswald de Andrade and the

anthropophagous movement, sidestepping

the trap of being “importers of canned

consciousness.”

In this short essay, we engage those

admittedly broad questions with a specific

focus. We do not seek to provide

exhaustive answers to these questions (an

implausible goal, well beyond the scope of

this intervention) but rather to reflect on

the promise and limits of the EJ

perspective when used outside the U.S.

Since early 2020, we have been

interviewing farmers and analyzing public

discourses about pesticide use in

Argentina, one of the leading exporting

countries of agricultural commodities and

the fourth user of pesticides in the world

(FAO 2021). In the Argentine Pampas, the

plains in the center of the country

historically shaped by export-oriented

agriculture, herbicide applications have

brought about economic prosperity and

feed an imaginary of technological

progress based on genetically modified

seeds while also spurred claims about the

surge in cancer cases.

Based on this ongoing research, in what

follows we seek to add nuance to

Manichean positions in processes of

environmental damage and briefly discuss

how ideas of race, class, gender, and

politics used in EJ research need to be 

redrawn when applied to the Argentine

context. In doing so, we do not expect

readers to be particularly concerned or

interested in a country where both of us

were born and raised, and where one of us

still lives and works. Rather, we simply want

to build on previous work that has drawn

attention to the importance of context when

doing research on intersecting systems of

inequality (McKinzie and Richards 2019).

More specifically, we want to suggest the

need of revising some of the tenets of the EJ

perspective to avoid an “epistemological

imperialism” (Marxen 2020), and to eschew

binary political positions.

To be clear, we do believe that the EJ has a

lot to offer to people doing research in Latin

America –particularly in countries like

Argentina, where racism has been

downplayed (Adamovsky 2017, Alberto and

Elena 2016, Edwards 2020, Chamosa 2008,

Gordillo 2016). At the same time, we want to

argue that an acritical use of an EJ may be

exerting an epistemological violence of sorts

by not recognizing the key differences

between Argentina (or, for that matter, other

Latin American countries) and the United

States –where the EJ was coined tethered to

its history of specific racialized relationships.

We want, in short, to show the value of

straddling the Anglo and Latin American

intellectual traditions when thinking about

environmental formations (Sundberg 2008).

We do not necessarily promote a

decolonization of the EJ perspective (Álvarez

and Coolsaet 2020) but instead propose to
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 refine it by drawing attention to the

importance of situating and translating

concepts and theories. Taking a page from

Brazilian modernism (de Andrade 1928),

we seek, in a few words, to cannibalize

Northern environmental justice

perspectives.

 

First, and foremost, we need to discuss

how the concept of race in processes of

environmental injustice needs to be

reworked when used to make sense of

countries other than the United States.

Can the categories of “White” or “people

of color,” as developed by the EJ

perspective in the U.S., be applied to Latin

America? How does, for example, the

stronger presence and legacy of

indigeneity in Latin America complicate

the EJ approach, often predicated under

the U.S. “pentagon of races”? Is “settler

colonialism” as developed in the USA

comparable to the processes of

colonization in Latin American nations?

Several sociologists have examined the

overlaps and key differences between

perspectives on race created in the United

States and how they awkwardly fit in Latin

America (Loveman 2014, Paschel 2018,

Telles 2014). 

Anthropologist Rita Segato analyzed

(2007) how the United States, Brazil, and

Argentina had carved out their specific

notions of alterity, articulating ethnicity,

class, and region in particular forms. In

Argentina, the other was constructed as

foreign, “the enemy within,” that justified 

the actions of the Nation-state to “extinguish,

eradicate, or devour” the other “in a

synthesis that couldn’t leave traces” (Segato

2007: 188). The Nation and the state in

Argentina were built in opposition to

minorities -institutionally, discursively, and

politically. While the process of alterity

formation in Argentina was a steamroller

flattening difference, in the United States

and Brazil this process took the form of

tensions between parts. In Brazil, “the Nation

represents itself as the syncretic whole

resulting from mixing its parts,” a

picturesque portrait with different cultures

and hybridizations. In the United States, in

contrast, minorities became a “segment with

an assigned place in its alterity in the

hierarchical mosaic of the national society”

(Segato 2007: 188). In the USA, segregated,

hierarchically ordered “segmented ethnic

units” were built on the original antagonism

of Whites and Blacks. The Nation-state was

built on “the management of the coexistence

of various ethnic contingents” and “this

national matrix imposed a segregated model

of society which, in turn, imposed an

essentialist conception of identities” (Segato

2007: 189). We may reconstruct the

formation of historical processes of othering

with its specificities to offer better

interpretations, more attuned to localized

particularities.

We also need to recalibrate our perspectives

on gender and the environment to advance a

more nuanced understanding of

environmental injustice. Many EJ works
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 understand social actors as gender-

neutral. When this topic is taken into

account, EJ research mainly focuses on

femininities; women are often

essentialized by being portrayed as

naturally oriented towards care for their

communities, their families, their

ancestors, or the environment. Less

attention has been paid to the

heterogeneity of womanhood, the

implication of women in the reproduction

of contaminating activities, and the role of

hegemonic and subaltern masculinities in

these processes (but see Bell et al. 2015).

One of us, for example, has studied the

emic category “medio putos” (“kinda fag”),

a pejorative term applied to males who

participate in agroecological horticulture

production in the Argentine rural Pampas

(Kunin 2021). In a strongly patriarchal

world, the label downgrades the person’s

social standing by designating a feminized

corporeality to someone who does things

that “real men don’t do” and doesn’t

display virility loudly or daily. This

example shows the importance of going

beyond an exclusive focus on femininities

to unpack the broad gender dynamics that

inform the environmental aspects of

agriculture and the challenges to transition

to less toxic-dependent forms of food

production. 

Second, much of the EJ research tends to

take a stance where the lines dividing

“good guys” and “bad guys” are clearly

delineated. Or, as Auyero and Swistun

(2009) have shown, most EJ research has 

focused on people who “become aware” of

environmental problems and act

contentiously and collectively to address

them, which neglects the many instances

where inaction, confusion, and compromises

are the norm. The typical storyline of EJ pits

black or working-class communities (usually

portrayed as either passive victims or heroic

resistors) and callous corporations, where the

government supports the latter or turns a

blind eye to their harmful activities.

When it comes to analyzing pesticide

exposure in Argentina, however, these lines

become blurry. As in other Argentine cases

where “site effects” sow confusion (Auyero

and Swistun 2009), people who spray and

are being sprayed in the Pampas (that is,

fumigadores y fumigados) are embedded in

a social web of ambiguities. Many farmers

using pesticides also live in “sprayed towns”

and the risks of pesticide exposure often

reach relatives, friends, or neighbors of the

people who spray (Leguizamón 2020, Kunin

2019). In our research with the latter, we

noticed that they hesitate and express doubts

about the risks of agrochemical exposure,

oscillating between the reproduction of the

constant messages of companies and public

officials reassuring them that agrochemicals

are safe and their concerns about the risks of

agrochemicals in the places where they live

with their families (Lapegna and Kunin

2022).

In our work, we have been taking emic,

multiple, and multilayered points of view 
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seriously, and struggled to keep romantic

views, idealizations, and preconceptions at

bay. The resulting picture we arrive at is

not a neatly divided field of oppositions

but a fuzzy, nebulous network of

contradictions and ambivalences. In this

regard, our work bears resemblance to

ethnographic research among people

supporting fracking in Pennsylvania

(Jerolmack and Walker 2018). Farmers in

Argentina also articulate their stance on

agrochemicals in terms of individual rights

and pinpoint the local support of

contaminating activities rather than

opposition to it. Yet the farmers we spoke

to also cast their position in terms of

patriotism, defending Argentine

sovereignty within a frame of global

North/global South dynamics. In their

view, Northern countries have already

polluted the planet on their way to

prosperity and it would be unfair to put

the burden of avoiding pollution on South

American farmers. In other words, they

defend their individual rights to produce

and pollute but they add a nationalist and

“post-colonial” twist to this idea: they also

justify herbicide use as part and parcel of

an agricultural model that provides

prosperity to people in the Global South

and repositions Argentina as a global

power in commodity production (Lapegna

and Kunin 2022). Moreover, while farmers

deal with the complaints of neighbors

affected by herbicides, they (and their

loved ones) also breathe the air and drink

the water they spray, which blurs the line 

between victims and perpetrators of the

“slow violence” (Nixon 2011) of

agrochemicals. Many farmers are decidedly

ambivalent towards agrochemicals, as they

may be seen as both innocuous and toxic, at

once a needed tool “to feed the world” and a

hazard to preferably be avoided.

In our project, we seek to engage the EJ

stance of placing intersecting systems of

inequality based on race, class, and gender

front and center, but changing the

perspective. Rather than studying the

environmental suffering of marginalized

populations, we focus on how relatively

affluent farming men both create the

problem of pesticide contamination while

also being exposed to pesticides and their

harms. Taking a classic ethnographic or

anthropological perspective, we try to move

away from a knee-jerk reaction of

condemning polluters and instead seek to

understand them by placing them in their

web of social relationships. More often than

not, the EJ perspective presents a binary

between those who reproduce or condone

“the system” and those who resist it. We

want to focus, instead, on hybrid subjects

and the gray zones, and dwell on the analytic

productivity of scrutinizing ambiguities.

Rather than postulating what a world

without pesticides may look like (even when

we would wholeheartedly embrace that

future), we instead focus on how our current,

agrochemical-dependent agriculture actually

is, and what ideas, actions, and feelings

undergird our worrisome present.  
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What to make of these contrasts? First, we

should not let critical perspectives like EJ

“off the hook” and examine whether their

use in contexts different from their places

of origin (USA) involve the reproduction

of a “colonialidad del saber” (Rodriguez

2020). Second, we believe it is important

to follow a well-established ethnographic

principle by offering analysis that takes a

critical distance from the point of view of

the peoples and places under study while

also allowing them to be recognizable and

not a caricature. In other words, while our

academic audience may be foreign, the

description and analysis also need to have

some level of plausibility in terms of “the

local/s”. Our categories of analysis need

not be forced with a shoe horn nor fit like

Cinderella’s proverbial shoe. Third, and

building on the intervention of Dipesh

Chakrabarty (2000), we may need to

provincialize the EJ perspective and rebel

against the assumption of taking the U.S.

experience as universal. In straddling

different (academic, geographic) worlds

we seek to maintain an epistemological

openness that reappropriates “Northern”

theories and concepts with a stance akin to

the Anthropophagic Manifesto (de

Andrade 1928). Like the Brazilian

modernists of nearly a century ago, we

want to “eat and digest” the EJ perspective

to render its ideas more productive for the

understanding of environmental issues in

Latin America in general and Argentina in

particular.
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Chile is in the process of harmonizing the

first draft of a potential new constitution

with national and international legal

frameworks. If further approved through a

national referendum, the new constitution

could turn Chile into the third Latin

American state to embrace the concept of

plurinationality as one of its core

principles. Ecuador in 2008, and Bolivia in

2009, incorporated the concept into their

most recent constitutions. While Bolivia

officially changed its name from Republic

to Unitary Social State of Plurinational and

Communitarian Law, both countries went

beyond officially recognizing indigenous

and Afro-American peoples and nations

within their national territories. They also

established different degrees for the

autonomous governance of indigenous

peoples while respecting their self-

determination. The Chilean constitution

promises to follow the same path.

In principle, the notion of plurinationality

challenges Latin American states’

modernizing and multicultural projects of 

he last two centuries. In first place, it

challenges the idea of an ethnically and

culturally homogeneous nation-state, an

imagined community of equals that live

under and abide by similar rights and

obligations within the same territory.  

 Similarly, Plurinationality, challenges state

modernizing projects of the early and mid-

20th century which promoted mestizaje, or

racial mixture, as a core Latin American

feature that allowed states to move closer to

(racially white) Eurocentric ideals of

progress. Finally, Plurinationality offers to

go radically beyond multicultural projects

that in the late 20th century fostered the

recognition of ethnically diverse populations

living in Latin America since pre-Hispanic

times. De-centering long-term social class

and core-periphery struggles, the ideal of

Plurinationality seeks to transform unequal

power relations by placing diverse ethnic

national identities at the center of renewed

emancipatory and decolonizing nation-state

projects.

Their transformative potential 
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notwithstanding, the actual

implementation of the ideals of

plurinational state projects have generated

a series of tensions and encountered many

obstacles. Among them, the subordination

of indigenous nations to nation-state

development projects and ordinary justice

systems, as well as the limited ability to

deepen indigenous peoples and nations’

autonomous governance. In this article, I

present an overview of some of the

common themes found in 21st century

constitutional plurinationality already

present in Ecuador and Bolivia, and

potentially emerging in Chile. I start by

describing what plurinationality implies in

the three constitutions, then center the

attention on three key themes, the tension

between extractivism and environmental

protections, the limits of indigenous

autonomy, and the subordination of

indigenous justice systems. Following

other authors, I conclude by pointing to

the importance of plurinationality as an

ideal and the need for further

transforming the nation-state’s

bureaucratic structure and ultimate goals

to successfully respond to the needs of

indigenous nations.

Plurinationality origins, goals, and

principles.

Indigenous peoples have different shares

of the overall population in Bolivia,

Ecuador, and Chile. In 2012, when the last

census took place, more than four million 

Bolivians, or 42 percent, self-identified as

indigenous. While still significantly higher

than its Latin American neighbors, the rough

numbers of indigenous self-identification

have remained practically constant, although

the actual share went down by 20 percent in

relation to the 2001 census. Ecuador, in turn,

reported 1,1 million inhabitants (6 percent)

of indigenous origin in the 2010 census.

Distributed in 14 nationalities, more than

eight out of ten individuals self-identifying

as indigenous belong to the Kichwa nation.

Lastly, 2,1 million (12 percent) self-identified

as indigenous in the 2017 Chilean census

with the overwhelming majority - almost 1,8

million – affirming to have Mapuche

origins.

As noted above, one feature of

Plurinationality consists of the nation-state’s

official recognition of diverse ethnic nations

and peoples which coexist with the

mainstream identity of the nation-state. In

Bolivia, for example, the 2009 constitution

officially recognized 36 “native-peasant

indigenous peoples and nations” (Article 5),

which grew to 39 in the national census of

2012. Similarly, the Ecuadorian constitution

from 2008 broadly recognized the existence

of “indigenous communities, peoples and

nations, the Afro-Ecuadorian people, the

back-country people (montubios) of the

inland coastal region, and communes.”

(Article 56) And the Chilean constitutional

draft specifically mentions eleven “pre-

existent indigenous nations and peoples”

opening up the possibility for more official

recognition in the future (Article 4). Despite
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its seeming novelty in relation to

homogenizing nation-state projects in

Latin America, the official recognition of

ethnic diversity is rather a continuation of

multicultural policies from the 1990s.

Known as state-sponsored

multiculturalism (Hale 2002) these policies

encouraged states to officially recognize

certain indigenous peoples’ rights,

customs, and traditions. However, under

multiculturalism, unequal power relations

between the state and indigenous peoples

remained practically untouched. Partially

rooted in international conventions, such

as the 169 International Labor

Organization’s Indigenous and Tribal

Peoples Convention (1989),

multiculturalism tended to emphasize

elements of indigenous identity that did

not challenge the primacy of the central

state. For instance, in the constitutional

reform from 1994, the Bolivian

government officially recognized the

economic, social, and cultural rights of

indigenous peoples and took a first step

towards the recognition of their own

mechanisms of conflict resolution.

 The ideal of plurinationality, in contrast,

opened the opportunity for indigenous

peoples and nations to have a greater

control and decision power over specific

matters that interest them. Key to these

goals are the notions of indigenous self-

determination and autonomous

governance, originated in the long-term

struggles of indigenous peoples in the 

Latin American Andes, against the

impositions of the Colonial and Republican

states (Rivera 1986; Hylton & Thomson

2007; Thomson 2002). Indigenous self-

determination and autonomy consist of

these peoples’ aspirations to govern

themselves through their own principles and

mechanisms and their ability to choose their

political destinies, something that

multiculturalism tended to leave out.

Additionally, while multicultural policies

emphasized harmonious relations between

mainstream national identities and

indigenous peoples and nations,

plurinationality addresses unequal relations

of power. Specifically, the constitutions

based on plurinational principles offer

indigenous and other nations living within

the nation-state territory greater control and

decision power over their ancestral land

while enjoying the benefits of natural

resources located within their territories.

Similarities and Differences

 The constitutions of Ecuador, Bolivia, and

Chile express the plurinational ideal in

similar terms although with slight variations

in some cases. The three countries maintain

the primacy of the nation-state and the

Constitution while simultaneously

recognizing cultural rights and granting

different degrees of decision power and self-

governance prerogatives to indigenous

nations and peoples. Similarly, they assert

their intention to protect indigenous

peoples’ 
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collective rights, languages, and ancestral

land territories as well as allow indigenous

nations to apply their traditional and

ancestral mechanisms of conflict

resolution in certain cases. Finally, all

these constitutions acknowledge

indigenous nations’ rights to prior

consultation for state laws and decisions

that affect them. 

Differences emerge when looking at the

specific content of some of these items.

For instance, while the three countries

maintain Spanish as an official national

language, Chile and Ecuador place it above

regional indigenous languages. Although

initially recognized as official through a

Supreme Decree in 2000, Bolivia’s

plurinational constitution places the 36

official indigenous languages side by side

with Spanish. Ecuador adds two additional

official languages for intercultural

purposes (Kichwa, and Shuar) and, like the

Chilean constitutional project, proposes a

tiered hierarchy of languages. In Chile,

Spanish remains the official language of

the country while indigenous languages

become official within indigenous regions

or where there is a high-density of

indigenous population (Article 12). 

Interestingly, Chile and Bolivia dedicate

exclusive representation slots for

indigenous peoples within the national

legislatures. Additionally, Bolivia grants

indigenous representatives exclusive

representation slots in state institutions

such as the Electoral and Constitutional 

courts. The mechanisms for electing

indigenous legislators vary as well. In Chile,

the new constitutional draft proposes a

single national district with a yet to be

defined number of indigenous candidates

that, once elected, will be added to the

current members of Congress. In Bolivia, the

Electoral Court created seven special

indigenous districts in different places of the

country. Per the constitution, each of these

districts counts with one representative

elected in areas where indigenous peoples

are a minority. As a pre-condition, these

areas should count with continuous

territorial and cultural geographical areas

that do not overlap or surpass departmental

(the equivalent of the states in the U.S.)

boundaries.

The reality of plurinationality in Bolivia

and Ecuador

 

 Despite its promises and potential, the

plurinational projects of Ecuador and Bolivia

have encountered some obstacles along the

way, and, at times, have fallen into

contradictions when applied on the ground.

National development projects and

extractive industries that affect the

environment; the slow and often difficult

introduction of indigenous autonomies; as

well as the limits imposed on indigenous

justice jurisdictions are worthy of attention.

Nation-state development. The problem

with extractive industries
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In first place, both Ecuador and Bolivia

have incorporated the post-developmental

principle of Vivir Bien or Buen Vivir

(Living Well) in their constitutions. Based

on indigenous peoples’ ontologies and

epistemological perspectives about the

environment (Merino 2016, Postero 2017),

Vivir Bien promotes a harmonious

relationship with the environment. The

concept is also associated with the Rights

of Nature, which Ecuador incorporated as

a constitutional principle in 2008

(Akchurin 2015), and Bolivia recognized

through a law in 2010. The Chilean

constitutional project includes the Rights

of Nature to protect, regenerate, and

maintain the environment (Chapter 5. Art.

5).

 In Bolivia and Ecuador, these principles

have entered into tension with two types

of problems. On one hand, they have run

into national development projects led by

the central state. On the other hand, the

central state and private actors’ reliance on

extractive industries to obtain revenue or

accumulate wealth have jeopardized the

environmental protections established in

the constitution. As Roger Merino (2016)

has noted, one of the problems with the

Vivir Bien ideals is that its proponents

have not addressed the political economy

of international relations. Latin American

nations who depend on extractive

industries to subsist do not have the luxury

of purely getting rid of the revenue

obtained from exploiting their natural

 

 resources. However, preserving revenue

over other ideals has generated other

tensions.

Indeed, within the last decade, Ecuador –

and Bolivia – have been immersed in

different confrontations between anti- and

pro-extractivist paradigms. Using the

language and some articles from the 2008

constitution, Ecuadorian indigenous and

left-wing anti-extractivist organizations have

mobilized against central state attempts to

exploit natural resources. They did it

through strategic interpretations of the

constitution and the environmentally

conscious and indigenous self-determination

principles it enshrines (Riofrancos 2020). On

the other end, pro-extractivist state officials,

also ideologically aligned to the Left,

mobilized anti-Imperialist sentiments and

national development ideals to promote the

exploitation of natural resources (Riofrancos

2020). The changes produced in the

ideological orientation of the central

government due to recent elections have not

ended, but rather, exacerbated the tensions.

In the more recent waves of protests led by

indigenous organizations in 2019 and 2022,

they continue to demand the state to respect

indigenous self-determination in matters

that affect their territory, especially when it

comes to the exploitation of natural

resources.

 In Bolivia, the administration of former

president Evo Morales heavily relied on the

revenues produced by natural resources as
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well. In 2011, this excessive reliance led the

government to attempt imposing a new

highway through the Isiboro Sécure

National Park and Indigenous Territory

(TIPNIS). Resuscitating a decades-long

project the Morales’ government acted like

some of its predecessors by omitting

getting consent from the indigenous

nations living in the area to move forward

with the project. While the government

presented the highway as an effort to

integrate the region to the national road

network, two underlying objectives

became patently clear. First, the

government’s intention to ignite natural

gas resources exploration. And second, the

intention to benefit migrant communities

aligned with Morales’ party, the

Movement Towards Socialism (MAS), by

granting them land ownership within the

TIPNIS. Coca-leaf growers from the MAS’

core base of support from nearby the

national park were going to be the main

beneficiaries.

The highway project triggered local-

indigenous and national-level

mobilization, which in the case of

indigenous marchers, the government

heavily repressed. However, failing to

tame the protests, in October of 2011,

Morales saw himself forced to sign a law

that declared the TIPNIS an intangible

territory protected from natural resources

exploitation. This victory for indigenous

residents of the TIPNIS, however, stood in

place only momentarily. In early 2012,

Morales signed a controversial prior 

consultation law to ask TIPNIS inhabitants if

they agreed with the intangible status of the

TIPNIS. Five years later, based on the results

of the consultation process, Morales signed a

new law that made the TIPNIS national park

once again available for natural resources

exploitation.

Unable to protect their lands through

Bolivian legislation, indigenous

organizations from the TIPNIS reached out

to the International Rights of Nature

Tribunal as a last recourse. In 2019, after an

on-site visit, the Tribunal concluded that the

Morales’ government had not carried out a

fair consultation process and had violated

two kinds of rights: The Rights of Nature and

the collective rights of indigenous nations

living in the area. Consequently, the

Tribunal demanded the Bolivian

government to offer restitution to

indigenous nations for the abuses committed

against them, as well as to halt any

colonization project whether for coca-leaf

growing or oil expansion (International

Rights of Nature Tribunal 2019).

Indigenous Autonomy and Justice in Bolivia

In addition to the tensions around land and

the management of natural resources,

Bolivia has faced two additional

shortcomings in key areas of the

plurinational constitution. The

implementation of indigenous autonomies

has been far from an expedite process while

indigenous justice has remained

subordinated to the ordinary justice system

with even less prerogatives than under the
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preceding multicultural policies.

Moreover, the way indigenous justice has

conceived detaches it from the current

social dynamics of highly mobile and

connected indigenous peoples (Goldstein

2012). While it may be still too soon to

reach definitive conclusions, the problems

in these two areas raise questions about the

feasibility and potential reach of the

plurinational ideal.

In order to become an autonomous

government, indigenous nations in Bolivia

need to follow a series of bureaucratic

steps and operate under the sight of the

central state. These steps include, a local

referendum to approve the decision to

become an autonomous government;

elaborating, filing and getting their statutes

(their local constitutions) approved; and

the official approval of indigenous

autonomy via a law signed by the

Plurinational Legislative Assembly. As

noted by Costas and López (2022), the

state intervenes in each of these steps,

reducing the ability of indigenous nations

to exercise their self-determination. For

instance, besides voting to request

becoming an autonomous government,

indigenous nations seeking to become

autonomous need to obtain two

certificates from the central government.

One confirming that they are indeed

“ancestral peoples” and another one

demonstrating that a local government is

actually feasible. Then, the Constitutional

Court checks the indigenous statutes for

consistency with 

the constitution and international rights

conventions. If the Plurinational

Constitutional Court approves it, the

Plurinational Legislative Assembly grants the

indigenous autonomous government official

status via a law. Prior to 2019, a second

referendum where the indigenous

community voted to approve the statutes

was also needed, further complicating the

application process.

Due to the difficulties in getting autonomies

approved, at present, Bolivia counts with

only five official indigenous autonomous

territories and an additional one with an

approved statute but still expecting the law

from the Legislative Assembly. While the

ideal of indigenous autonomy still holds

potential for transforming the state “from

below” (Copa, Kennemore and Canelas

2021), a deeper transformation of the

bureaucratic structure and tutelage of the

central state are necessary for indigenous

peoples to obtain greater degrees of

autonomous governance.

Finally, while the 2009 Bolivian

plurinational constitution grants indigenous,

native, and peasant justice (JIOC) systems the

same status as ordinary justice, the

subsequent legislation has, for the most part,

reduced the prerogatives of JIOC (Derpic

2012). Indeed, the specifics introduced by

the 2010 Jurisdictional Demarcation Law

(Ley de Deslinde Jurisdiccional) which

determines the boundaries of JIOC vis-a-vis

state law, establish that JIOC authorities can

only solve minor issues and are obligated to

delegate the most serious cases to the

ordinary justice
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system. For instance, indigenous peoples

are not only expected to collaborate with

the ordinary justice system in most cases,

but their prerogatives have been reduced

to contemplate only civil offenses.

While there are examples of the relatively

successful application of indigenous justice

mechanisms in some settings, such as in

the case of Zongo (Copa-Pabón,

Kennemore and López Canelas 2021), the

way in which the constitution articulates

indigenous justice seems outdated. Not

only the JIOC label puts into the same bag

a broad variety of indigenous mechanisms

of conflict resolution (Goldstein 2012;

Fernandez 2000). It also portrays

indigenous justice as rural, racially pure,

and located in the distant pre-Hispanic

past. Such perspective denies the influence

of the Colonial and Republican

experiences in the life and forms of

indigenous peoples, but also the fluid

exchanges that indigenous peoples from

today hold with the national, regional, and

global cultures.    

Conclusions

The plurinational constitutions of Ecuador

and Bolivia, as well as the constitutional

project of Chile offer an opportunity to re-

think the basic principles and aims of

Latin American nation-states.

Plurinationality not only implies the

further recognition of indigenous peoples

and nations’ rights, but

also promises new avenues to challenge

long-standing unequal relations of power.

Granting indigenous peoples greater degrees

of autonomous governance and decision

power, while recognizing their rights and

forms of organization is definitely a step

forward toward much needed reparations

for the centuries of domination and

oppression to which these populations have

been subjected.

However, despite the transformative

potential of the plurinationality idea, its on-

the-ground application in Ecuador and

Bolivia has arisen tensions and encountered

different obstacles. Paradoxically, these sets

of problems have emerged from the actions

and inactions of the very governments that

promoted the incorporation of

plurinationality in their corresponding

constitutions. Within this context, it seems

indispensable for these countries to move

toward a more profound transformation of

the bureaucratic structure and ultimate goals

of the nation-state. Only with this ideal in

mind, perhaps Chile will be able to apply a

new - not only heavily symbolic –

perspective to plurinationality on the

ground, but also the Bolivian and

Ecuadorian states will begin to pay more

attention to the needs of the indigenous

nations living within their territories.
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SYMPOSIUM ON LATIN AMERICA

On a range of gender justice issues,

particularly abortion rights, the United

States has been positioned as an example

for ‘lagging’ Catholic Latin American

countries to emulate. Recently, the tables

appear to have turned, challenging linear

understandings of progress and shifting

notions of who is trailing whom. Despite

fierce opposition, most Catholic Latin

American countries continue on a

liberalizing path to expanding sexual and

reproductive rights. After the pioneer case

of Uruguay, which enshrined the right to

abortion in law in 2012, others have

followed suit: Chile expanded sexual and

reproductive rights in 2017; Colombia and

Mexico decriminalized abortion in 2022;

and the Argentine Congress legalized

abortion rights in 2020. Moving in exactly

the opposite direction, the U.S. Supreme

Court’s decision to strike down Roe vs.

Wade has rolled back 50 years of women’s

constitutional right to abortion. The U.S.

has now joined ranks with Nicaragua and

 Honduras, the only other countries in the

Americas that have moved towards

restricting abortion in these past years. The

Court’s decision is probably the most

significant regression in women’s rights seen

on the American continent, because it will

put countless lives at risk. It also threatens

access to contraception and regression with

respect to both marriage equality and

gender-affirming medical care, and is likely

to bolster anti-abortion and radical

conservative groups globally. 

Indeed, the rippling effects of this decision

will be felt the world over, facilitated by

international media coverage and public

discourses that frequently amplify U.S.-

based experiences. Yet within activist spaces,

learning and solidarity have long expanded

in multiple directions, including from south

to north. The U.S. abortion rights protesters

rallying outside the Supreme Court and

across the country offered a vivid

illustration: they wore the green scarves that

have 
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become the symbol of the Latin American

struggle for legal abortion, and are rooted

in an even older struggle for human rights.

Their green outfits and banners

mark[CT1] a clear tribute to Latin

American influence in their self-

presentation and activist performances.

As U.S.-based activists have demonstrated,

this current shift in regional feminist

politics reveals there is much that U.S.-

based scholars can glean from Latin

American thinking on contemporary

feminist organizing. In this short piece, we

choose to highlight three key takeaways

whose insights apply beyond reproductive

justice. The activism that enabled progress

on sexual and reproductive rights in Latin

America has

not only promoted advances on other

gender-related issues, but also remains

central to pro-democracy movements.

Feminists are fierce defenders of an

expansive and substantive vision of

democracy

Four decades ago, as they marched against

the brutal dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet,

1980s Chilean feminists called for

democracy both in ‘the street’ (the public

sphere) and in ‘the home’ (the private

sphere), acknowledging the links between

broader democratic and social justice

aspirations and their gender equality

activism. Across the region, feminists'

demands and tactics have been deeply

shaped by the brutal history of military

dictatorships spanning the 1970s and

ht tps : / /media .nbcwashington .com/2022/06/supreme-court -abor t ion-greenn- june-24-2022 . jpg?qua l i ty=85&str ip=a l l  
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 1980s, as well as by a series of harsh

economic crises that followed in which

low-income women bore the brunt of

ensuring their families’ survival. Those

difficult experiences of upholding

democracy and human rights sparked

feminist coalitions with other progressive

forces—such as trade unions, students,

peasant movements and political parties.

Coalitions that then made room for

women’s interests and agendas of political

representation, economic justice,

reproductive rights, and ending gender-

based violence as part of new or restored

democracies (Craske and Molyneux 2002).

Perhaps these links are best captured by

the example of how the symbols of the

‘Mothers of Plaza de Mayo,’ initially meant

to defend human rights, have been re-

imagined in current abortion rights mass

mobilizations. During Argentina’s military

dictatorship (1976-1983), this paradigmatic

human rights group staged weekly protests

wearing white headscarves to signal the

peaceful nature of their protests

demanding justice for their children, who

were persecuted for their alleged

engagement in labor, student or popular

movements (Sosa 2014). With the return to

democratic politics, the National

Campaign for the Right to Legal, Safe and

Free Abortion coined in 2008 repurposed

the scarf in a different color (Di Marco

2011). It has since spread across the region

and beyond, as people in street rallies and

in everyday activities alike wear a green 

scarf or tie one to their bags to signal support

for abortion rights.

All in all, this struggle for democracy, often

lacking in the US, has meant that Latin

American feminists have long viewed their

gender claims as part of democratic

consolidation, and actively explored

democratic engagement through all its

institutions, especially the legislative and

judicial, in addition to marching in massive

protests when official channels are

unresponsive. Embedded in this history,

feminist agendas have remained broader

than merely focusing on women’s individual

rights or gender-neutral incorporation into

labor markets and political institutions

(Sutton and Vacarezza 2021).

Consequently, today feminists remain fierce

defenders of democracy against a range of

efforts to impose authoritarianism. For

instance, feminist movements have been

central to the opposition to Nicaraguan

President Daniel Ortega’s 15-year rule (2007-

2022), mobilizing against the closure of civic

space and the outright persecution of

feminist activists (Larracoechea Bohigas

2019). Similarly, in South America, Brazilian

feminists took to the streets and social media

to rally against the 2018 election of extreme

right-wing and anti-gender equality

presidential candidate Jair Bolsonaro

through their ‘Not him (Ele nao)’ campaign

(Melo 2020). In perhaps the most successful

pro-democratic mobilizations to date, young

Chilean feminists have been at the forefront
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of the October 2019 social uprising to

demand a more equal society and fully

democratize the country, leading to a

long-overdue constitutional reform

process.[1] This emerging new draft

constitution to be approved by

referendum this September defines Chile

as a ‘social state,’ recognizes indigenous

rights, and mandates gender parity in all

public institutions.[2]

Strong feminist mobilization is grounded

in longstanding collective movement

infrastructure

Feminisms, like all social movements, are

always time-bound and dynamic, with

periods of effervescence and of

quiescence. Within social movement

theory, this rise and fall in movement

activity are commonly referred to as

‘protest cycles’ (Tarrow 1989). The feminist

literature opts for the metaphor of a

succession of ‘waves’ to describe different

periods in feminist activism in the U.S.

and globally (Molyneux et al. 2021). Yet

abortion mobilizations in Latin America

are not characterized as ‘waves,’ which

points to a short but visible event. Instead,

activists opt for the metaphor of a ‘tide’ to

signal a longer-term, slower yet sustained,

rise in activism. The Marea Verde or

‘Green Tide’ refers to the complex

network of movements, organizations and

activists across institutional spaces that for

over four decades have used a variety of

strategies to promote safe and legal access

to abortion for all. Extending from 

Tijuana, Mexico to Ushuaia, Argentina, this

‘Green Tie’ in part reflects a distinctive

feature of regional feminist politics.

Latin American sets itself apart for having

built longstanding and robust autonomous

and institutional mechanisms to embolden

transnational civil society and regional

policy dialogues meant to pollinate policy

ideas across countries and/or build

international momentum and influence to

support national or local initiatives–what

Keck and Sikkink (1998) call having a

“boomerang effect.”

Since the first Latin American and

Caribbean Feminist Encuentro (encounter)

was organized in Bogotá, Colombia, in 1981,

this regular space for dialogue bringing

together a wide range of feminists and

women’s organizations has been central to

building and consolidating alliances and

networks among autonomous women’s

groups (Alvarez et al. 2003). Between that

first encounter in 1981 and the latest one

(Uruguay, 2017), these regional gatherings

spanned the continent growing in salience

and attendance: from 250 feminists in 1981

to 2200 feminists in 2017 representing many

organizations.[3] These spaces have served

as arenas for movement development and

debate, where participants articulate their

identities, build their communities, and

hone their strategies – and then take their

insights home to spur further growth of local

and national organizing.
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In parallel, regional institutional policy

dialogues were also established. Under the

aegis of the Economic Commission for

Latin America and the Caribbean,

‘femocrats’ working within national

women’s policy agencies have agreed to

policy roadmaps in various official

forums. Since the first Regional

Conferences on Women took place in La

Habana Cuba in 1977, such conferences’

results include the Consensus of Quito

(2007), Brasilia (2010) and Santo Domingo

(2013), which express the will to ensure

women’s equal participation in all areas of

social and political life, eradicate violence

and guarantee co-responsibility in unpaid

domestic work; the forthcoming

conference in Buenos Aires in 2022 will

put the spotlight on strengthening care

systems and policies. Similarly, the first

Regional Conference on Population and

Development in 2013 produced a unique

progressive agenda: the Montevideo

Consensus—signed by 38 countries—that

reaffirms state commitments to universal

access to sexual and reproductive services

and guarantees sexual rights.

Because these forums have enabled

networks and movements to accumulate

resources and consolidate shared identities

over longer periods of time, they

undergird the organizational capacity that

has spurred multiple cycles of protests and

strands of Latin American feminism—

including the ‘Green Tide.’ These less

visible coalition-building spaces have 

facilitated the construction of shared

framings and understandings of existing

problems; expanded internal mobilization

capacity, action repertoires, knowledge and

skills; and built common loyalties among

state officials and activists in a variety of

positions.

Inclusive, intersectional and inter-

institutional activism is equipped to

promote positive change and withstand

gender backlash.

Since their emergence in the mid-19th

century, Latin American feminisms have

evolved from elite activism, composed

mainly of educated, urban, middle-class

women, to become more inclusive,

intersectional mass movements (Ewig and

Friedman forthcoming). Although not

escaping the temptations and tribulations of

technocratic “NGOization” popular in the

1990s (Alvarez 1998), feminisms have moved

away from representing light-skinned,

middle-class interests. More often than not,

in the thick of the organizational landscape

that characterizes hyper-mobilized Latin

American societies, think tanks and

professional NGOs co-exist and actively

collaborate with grassroots, localized forms

of feminism: ranging from popular or

shantytown feminisms organizing in

informal settlements (Campana and Rossi

Lashayas 2020), to community forms of

indigenous feminism leading protests

against extractivist mega-mining projects

(Cabnal 2010), to Black feminist groups

active in some urban peripheries (Sueli 2011).
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These dense and plural networks can

simultaneously challenge and cooperate

with state actors and have proven to be an

important driver of positive policy changes.

For instance, in Mexico and Colombia, elite

networks including advocates in key

judiciary positions played a catalyzing role

in progressive Supreme Court rulings

(Ruibal 2021). ‘Multi-sited and multi-nodal’

(Johnson et al. 2018), or ‘nested’ (Zaremberg

and Rezende 2022) networks, skilled in

combining outside and inside pressure,

have facilitated policy changes in other

contexts. In Argentina, alongside elite

networks in Congress well positioned to

rally legislative support and rights-based

NGOs spearheading strategic litigation

efforts to expand access to safe abortions

through courts, mass street protests

succeeded in capturing hearts and minds,

turning public opinion in favor of

decriminalizing abortion (Tabbush at al.

2018). In Brazil, a broad-based network

coordinated national legislative action and

street mobilizations to block more than 76

restrictive sexual and reproductive bills

presented between 2015 and 2022. They

achieved this by disputing policy content,

foreclosing or delaying anti-choice voting

sessions in Congress, pressuring their

Congressional party leaders to block

conservative proposals, or inviting pro-

abortion rights activists into plenary

sessions (Zaremberg and Rezende 2022).

Grassroot women’s and feminist

movements in particular have

experimented with horizontal,

participatory

internal decision-making tools, striving to

better reflect the interests of different groups

of women and gender non-conforming

people. For instance, Argentina’s National

Campaign for the Right to Legal, Safe, and

Free Abortion set up a federal umbrella

structure to make joint decisions in national

plenaries that included representatives from

different provinces and movements. More

recent organizing efforts focused on gender-

based violence such as the powerful ‘Ni Una

Menos’ (Not One Less) movement have

broadened their agenda to encompass

abortion, unpaid care work, and economic

exploitation through the use of highly

diverse, face-to-face assemblies that function

as “apparatuses of collective intelligence"

(Gago 2019) to define the course of the

movement. 

Through these experiences, feminist

activism acquires a strong affective

component that enables it to withstand

setbacks and advance capacious agendas.

‘Militancia,’ as the act of being involved in

politics is known to activists, is woven into

everyday life: feminist spaces have fostered

identities, strong relationships, and a deep

sense of belonging. Such bonds may explain

why feminists in contexts such as Colombia

and Mexico continue to mobilize despite the

risks to their lives and their loved ones

(Zulver 2021); why a fierce younger

generation has taken to the streets

throughout the region (Larrondo and Ponce

Lara 2019); and why activists routinely

mobilize regardless of whether their own
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interests are at stake.

Closing remarks

In the face of the Supreme Court’s

enormous setback to gender-based rights in

the U.S., the honed strategies revealed by

deeply engaged research on Latin American

feminist activisms offer critical tools to

uphold democratic values, withstand

backlash and advance gender justice.

Feminists and their supporters in the U.S.

should recognize that democratic erosion –

whether in the justice system, the electoral

system, or the legislative branch – poses a

threat to their goals as well as their country,

and should be part of a capacious activist

agenda. Building and reinforcing coalition-

building and spaces for encounter would

strengthen the resilience of feminist

organizations to future shocks as well as

their capacity to promote legislative

changes (which is the main option open for

policy change in the U.S. currently). And

moving beyond elite networks to create and

sustain inclusive, intersectional mass

movements may be the best antidote to

backlash.
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Debt, Greed, and Disasters: For a Plausible Study of

Puerto Rico and its Systemic Risk
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SYMPOSIUM ON LATIN AMERICA

The task of thinking through coloniality

and Puerto Rico (in its relation to Latin

America and to USAmerican sociology) for

the Theory Section’s newsletter is an

overwhelming one. What makes it so is

that there are a multitude of ways in which

Puerto Rico is and it is not part of both

Latin America and the United States; yet,

given the forces of empire in thinking and

theorizing social and sociological projects,

this task requires our attention. The

reminiscence of Caribbean traces onto

Puerto Rico and back at the rest of the

Caribbean make a loop, resulting in the

unit of analysis to be not a fixed entity,

and somewhat slippery: Puerto Rico is,

and isn’t, a country, although it has

remained a nation in spite of this history.

The Island (or archipelago, as some have

begun to refer to it) continues to struggle

and strive in motions and movements that

have impacted it to its core. The notion of

movements here takes literal meaning – so

called natural disasters such as hurricanes

and earthquakes heightened by global

climate change crisis and the extraction of

natural resources in and around the Island;

 as it has with the flow of hundreds of

thousands of Puerto Ricans from the Island,

to the U.S., and the rest of the world. Among

these unnatural disasters shaking the Island

is an external debt of 72 billion dollars. A

sign of its colonial status, Puerto Rico was

not seen as an independent nation like

others that seek refinancing and

restructuring from organisms such as the

International Monetary Fund, while at the

same time, it could not receive U.S. support

given that Puerto Rico is not a U.S. state, but

a territory. Moreover, there was a U.S.

(Federal) fiscal board (under a bill whose

acronym is PROMESA or “promise” – an

irony still pressing on the open wound) that

managed to, until very recently, restructure

portions of the Island’s budget, with

surveillance for years to come.[1] 

We cannot discuss Puerto Rico without

signaling the colonial status of the Island.

First, the redistribution of wealth

(USAmericans can move to Puerto Rico, and

have been doing so for the last decade,

saving and avoiding on US taxes) is more

salient than ever, with Island-born often

moving to
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the U.S. Second, and as important, access to

education (the latter still imagined as the

great bridge to success) is at stake when it

comes to this resolution. Namely, the debt

is being resolved on the back of the

University of Puerto Rico – a well-

established network of about a dozen

district campuses being reimagined as a

handful of 3-4 regional ones, based

primarily on cuts to almost half of its

operating budget.[2] Budget cuts and

limited resources at the University of

Puerto Rico have propelled the departure

of faculty from that system into U.S.

universities (be it retirement and

reemployment or relocating); less faculty

and administration in these limited times

results in less funding and less research

support to students. As important, this

reduction of public university sites also

implies the reduction of access to education

for working class and poor people, many

living in non-coastal and rural areas, given

how less campuses, and more registration

fees, are in the horizon. However, the

University of Puerto Rico has historically

been the site of pro-independence activism

on the Island, and as such, a US-built

PROMESA seeks to do more than just

restructure a debt; it seeks to cement its

claws on the governance/exploitation of the

territory. This is all done in the service of

paying the debt. Thus, the debt, and the

promise of overcoming it, become capitalist

tools for controlling the still oldest colony

in the world.

Theorizing colonial knowledge production 

in a still-colonial nation requires learning

from the knowledges produced in the

Caribbean – that region accustomed to the

contradiction (although to locals, it isn’t so)

of extractivism and tourism. We need not go

further than how these narratives are

explored in key postcolonial texts such as

Jamaica Kincaid’s A Small Place, and most

recently, in Yarimar Bonilla’s work (she is

currently interim director of El Centro:

Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter

College, City University of New York): she

has explored Klein’s idea of disaster

capitalism in Aftershocks of Disaster (edited

with Marisol LeBrón).[3]

Kincaid’s work registers a postcolonial stand

using anti-imperial and tourism critiques in

Antigua. She “talks back” to the figure of the

tourist, resisting a sort of strange bedfellows,

formed between a government that rips its

citizens of resources, and the privileged

tourists who are able to travel to the

Caribbean. Bonilla extends Kincaid’s anti-

imperial analysis from her previous work in

the journal Political Geography by speaking

to “the temporality of disaster.” Citing

sociologists such as Javier Auyero, she thinks

through waiting as a sign of power relations

that locates the person or unit waiting in

subordinate relation to the state. But

“waiting (esperar) implies hope (esperanza).”

It fuses both promise and anticipation into a

quest to see, and seek, a future. In her

analysis of how disasters (natural, economic)

unfold, she asks: “if we understand disasters

to have deep colonial histories, how can we

formulate visions of 
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repair that take those longer trajectories

into account? How can we develop visions

of recovery that do not simply re-establish

a previous state of inequity, or prepare

populations to endure future forms of

structural violence, but which instead offer

substantive forms of transformation and

redress?”[4] The framework of the

temporality of disasters is indebted to social

scientists’ analysis from frameworks such as

coloniality of power; sociology and the

social sciences’ quest to continue to

understand these systemic macro lenses –

which she calls racial-imperial formations –

forge a path to think of disaster and risk not

just as behavioral (and inherently, resorting

to neoliberal or causal readings) but as

systemic. Systemic risk, connected to

economics and networks, has been explored

in sociology as it may relate to

globalization.[5] Colonization is the other

side of the coin in terms of the disasters,

lack of infrastructure, and the impact of a

racial-imperial formation that still

influences the peripheral countries and

(more often than not) territories.[6]

What would it mean to think of the

potentiality of risk in and through disasters,

including those connected to a debt such as

Puerto Rico’s? It would require sustaining a

mirror in front of us as a society, and

catching a glimpse of the greed that

democracy curtails. While Puerto Ricans

thrive and adjust to a multitude of

challenges, unemployment and migration

pose a structural decoy to the Island’s 

future, in ways that connect them to

communities abroad – in the United States

and elsewhere. But mortgages and

abandoned properties are the law of the land

on the Island, ever since the debt has created

a systemic employment crisis, and given

Puerto Ricans’ citizenship granted at birth,

which facilitates such migration. The impact

of hurricanes “Irma” and “María” in 2017

further impacted the weakened economic

platform. And then there are issues of a

weak, intermittent infrastructure – weekly

and monthly challenges with electricity,

water, or gas – that continue to plague locals;

more than one of my academic colleagues

has left a position at one of the University of

Puerto Rico campuses for one in the United

States. How would education shift, given the

movement of resources from the most

prestigious public institution on the Island,

and into privatized efforts from for-profit

Universities? What about the people

power/resources that deplete the Island, in

that continuous migration cycle of searching

for “el sueño Americano”? 

Puerto Rico is connected to other Latin

American countries socially, artistically and

culturally, and in particular linguistically,

and the economic nexus to the United States

has not slowed down those linkages after

over a century of U.S. colonization. I am one

of a few sociologists involved in the Grupo

de Trabajo Feminista y Queer/Cuir de las

Américas  (or, in English, Cuir Américas

Working Group), which brings together

scholars from the humanities, arts,
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social sciences and other fields with artists,

activists, and artivists from the region.[7] In

it, we try to connect work about activist,

citizenship, and queerness in Puerto Rico

with that of others in the hemisphere. This

has become a place of comparative work

across fields and disciplines. One of its

tenets is to challenge the notion that Latin

America as a region exists for the

documentation and application of US-based

theorizing, and seeks to produce

conversations, presentations, publications

and debates across Latin American

countries – without it being mediated by

the U.S. In queer studies and decolonial

studies, the Working Group nurtures the

use and application of regional theories and

theorists, challenging the placement of the

U.S. scholarship in perpetual “canonical”

status as necessary in its theorizing. This

model is useful in considering the place of

U.S. theorizing elsewhere, and it impacts

sociology in particular: among scholars in

the rest of the hemisphere, the Working

Group fosters critical conversations about

the origins and applications of commonly

perceived fields of study, such as queer

theory, but also, to a lesser extent, other

fields including feminist formations,

intersectionality, and the queer of color

critique, in their applications in Latin

American countries. Adjusting and

reinventing the categories and principles of

some of the theoretical approaches that are

developed “in the north” produce newer

knowledge, knowledge that does not need

to be always contesting that which is

produced in the United States.

A hemispheric sociological project may

suspend the common idea of the U.S. as the

exception in producing knowledge on the

backs of other countries. Revisiting, for

instance, the idea of Australia as an

exception to the idea of “developed”

countries as part of a “global south” Raewyn

Connell invites us to rethink knowledge

production and theorizing from what we

consider the margins;[8] I urge us, as Claudio

Benzecry did in the Spring newsletter, to

think about why it is that we think of such

knowledge formation periphery as margins.

Even as/when we sustain a lens that always

already situates the outside of the U.S. as

lesser, as underdeveloped, as marginal, the

lessons –from well within the U.S., not just

outside– abound: efforts to achieve legal

access to abortion, to same sex marriage, and

to trans issues have taken place in as many as

half a dozen of the Latin American

countries; my own work in Argentina in high

school, GED-to-college, and University

settings that center the lives of trans people

in educational systems is but one example of

how center and periphery have to constantly

be suspended. (I admit enjoying, when

sharing with other academics, that it rubs

them the wrong way my noting how these

things happened in the chaotic South; that is

a small way to talk back to the notion that

prescribes otherness to an imagined

“outside”.) How can we envision a world in

which our preconceived notions of elite

education, of formative spaces for change,

and for making transformative knowledge
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decenter the U.S. as the natural place from

which to start?

I return to the Caribbean, and to Puerto

Rico, as a way to close these notes.

Considering the critical state of the Puerto

Rican government, the austerity of the

regulation of its debt, and its apparent

(temporal) management, along with the

massive movement of (mostly) White

USAmericans moving to the Island to avoid

U.S. taxes while thousands of Puerto Ricans

leave, I want to coopt the notion that Puerto

Rico ought to be studied – that would be

quite simple. Instead, I aim to turn the eye

back to the place of USAmerican sociology

in thinking of these spaces in terms of

privileged access to them. There are

connections, convergences, that scholars in

the Caribbean have made, and continue to

make.[9] Imagine the fruitfulness of

research on the linkages between Haiti’s

and Puerto Rico’s “natural” disasters.

Consider the possibilities of having scholars

produce archival research from countries

with three or four different languages.

Comparisons that work through simplified

learning curves – where only one language

is needed and English is dominant, or when

literature available is not easily found on

global (north) databases – ought to be

reconsidered in order to pursue scholarship

that is not U.S. centered, that is not

produced for the sake of U.S. accolades, and

that furthers knowledge while

understanding not only other forms of

knowledge production, but also, other racial

formation systems, or 

other forms of organizing and teaching. In other

words, instead of making our models, theories,

and approaches fit (with the inherent

forcefulness that will come with it), how can we

understand, appreciate, and treat as equal other

ways to “fight the system” while recognizing that

conditions for knowledge production are

uneven. It may imply considering knowledge

production from places in languages other than

English, one that is published with “a small

participant sample” because they come from

territories fighting internal war or displacement,

and even one with frameworks that might not be

sociological, at least explicitly.

NOTES

[1] Congressional Research Service. Puerto Rico’s

Public Debts: Accumulation and Restructuring.

(Updated May 2, 2022)

https://sgp.fas.org/crs/row/R46788.pdf. An important

point beyond the focus of this text is the taxation

imposed on what comes into the Island – estimated at

close to 20% of the goods entering the territory.

Independent countries are able to trade and receive

goods without having to concede this large sum to the

U.S. Activists and policy-makers argue that even

freeing the Island from this imposed tax (connected

by some to the 1917 Jones Act) would allow the

government to balance its budget.

[2] This has a direct impact on sociology teaching and

research. For example, we see the demise of the

sociology program at the University of Puerto Rico –

Río Piedras campus in a recent article by Jorge

Giovanetti-Torres, a professor in the Department of

Sociology and Anthropology there, titled “The Last

Sociologist”:

https://medium.com/@jorge.l.giovannetti/the-last-

sociologist-46bf11cd1c7f. 
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[7] Working groups are common in Latin America as

a structure that allows for malleability while

operating outside of, while in connection to, large

organizations (such as the Latin American Studies

Association); moving forward research agendas and

projects. For more of the origins of the Cuir Américas

Working Group, see María Amelia Viteri,

“IntenSiones: Tensions and Queer Activism and

Agency in Latino América,” Feminist Studies 43.

(2017), 405-17.

[8] Connell, Raewyn. 2007. Southern Theory: The

Global Dynamics of Knowledge in Social Science.

Routledge.

[9] King, Rosamond S. 2014. Island Bodies:

Transgressive Sexualities in the Caribbean

Imagination. University Press of Florida; Nixon,

Angelique V. 2015. Resisting Paradise: Tourism,

Diaspora, and Sexuality in Caribbean Culture.

University Press of Mississippi.

[3] Bonilla, Yarimar and Marisol LeBrón. 2019.

Aftershocks of Disaster: Puerto Rico Before and

After the Storm. Haymarket Books.

[4] Bonilla, Yarimar. 2020. “The coloniality of

disaster: race, empire, and the temporal logics of

emergency in Puerto Rico, USA.” Political

Geography 78, 102181. 12 pages.

[5] Centeno, Miguel A., Manish Nag, Thayer S.

Patterson, Andrew Shaver, and A. Jason

Windavi. 2015. “The emergence of global

systemic risk.” Annual Review of Sociology 41:

65-85.

 

[6] See also: Vidal-Ortiz, Salvador. 2004. “On

Being a White Person of Color: Using

Autoethnography to Understand Puerto Ricans’

Racialization.” Qualitative Sociology, 27, 2:179-

203.
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The State of the
Canon: Sociological
Theory Syllabi in the
United States

Charles Kurzman,
University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill

When I was in graduate school in the

1980s, the syllabus for my required course

in sociological theory started with Karl

Marx and ended with Max Weber. In

between, we read Emile Durkheim. That

was it.

 

Even then, this limited canon was

considered anomalous. The syllabus I was

handed as a teaching assistant included

social interactionism, post-structuralism,

and feminism. The first undergraduate

theory course I taught on my own added

ethnomethodology, postmodernism, and

the study of racialized inequality, working

mainly from the anthology assembled by

Charles Lemert, who aimed to place

“multicultural” theories on par with the

“white, male advocates of European

culture who wrote the first, best-known 

social theories.” (The fifth edition of

Lemert’s anthology, published in 2013,

expanded its title to include “global” theories

as well.)

A generation later, how is sociological theory

taught in the United States today? I

randomly selected 200 of the 1,183 sociology

departments listed in the 2018-2019

Integrated Postsecondary Education Data

System (IPEDS), which is produced by the

U.S. Department of Education’s National

Center for Education Statistics. A research

assistant, Julia Hirschfield, and I found

theory syllabi online from 17 of these 200

departments; we then wrote to the other 183

departments and received 58 more syllabi,

for a total of 75 syllabi from 67 schools.
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Almost all of the syllabi were from the past

four years. One was a graduate course,

three were duplicates (older syllabi from a

single school), eleven were for courses on

“classical theory,” eight were for courses on

“contemporary theory,” and 52 syllabi – the

basis for the following analysis – were for

undergraduate courses that covered

sociological theory overall.

A majority of these syllabi (36 of 52)

assigned textbooks, the most popular of

which was by Michele Dillon (11 of 36).

Even in sociology departments with

graduate programs, most undergraduate

syllabi used textbooks (15 of 22). Twenty-

one syllabi assigned anthologies, 13 of them

in conjunction with textbooks. Only nine of

the 52 syllabi went entirely with their own

reading selections.

 

Marx, Weber, and Durkheim were covered

in all of the syllabi. Two thirds of the syllabi

(34 of 52) also included W.E.B. Du Bois, and

more than half (32 of 52) included other

theorists of racialized inequality. Three

quarters of the syllabi (41 of 52) included at

least one of these theorists.

Almost all of the syllabi (47 of 52) included

feminist theories – the most widely

assigned authors were Patricia Hill Collins

(16 of 46), Charlotte Perkins Gilman (13 of

46), and Dorothy Smith (10 of 46).

 

The next most widely assigned author from

the classical period was Georg Simmel (24

of

 52). From the following generations, the

most widely assigned authors were George

Herbert Mead (29 of 52), Talcott Parsons (21

of 52), Erving Goffman (28 of 52), Michel

Foucault (25 of 52), and Pierre Bourdieu (20

of 52).

 

No other theorist was mentioned more than

a dozen times, and most theorists on these

syllabi were mentioned in a half-dozen or

fewer courses. Beyond a handful of

“classics,” there seems to be a great deal of

disagreement about what constitutes the

canon of sociological theory.

Lemert’s image of the canon as limited to

“white, male advocates of European culture”

seems to be outdated. Although nine of the

top 10 most widely cited authors were white

males (all but Du Bois), only a handful of

syllabi (5 of 52) assigned white male theorists

exclusively, and some of this handful seem

not to have been updated in decades; two of

them referred to Parsons, who died more

than 40 years ago, as a “contemporary”

sociological theorist.

 

That said, sociological theory as taught to

undergraduates in the United States still

features much of the same cast of characters

as a generation ago. Almost all of the syllabi

made room for race and gender, but the bulk

of the theories are the same ones I

encountered in the 1980s. Mid-20th century

approaches to sociological theory such as

structural functionalism, symbolic

interactionism, exchange theory,

ethnomethodology, and “conflict theory” 
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seem to be far more present in these recent

syllabi than they are in contemporary

sociological theory, or in sociological practice

more generally. (To those who continue to

work in these traditions, I apologize for

putting this bluntly.) 

One way to visualize this is to group the

authors covered in these courses by year of

  

 

 birth. (For this part of the analysis, I inferred the

identity of unnamed authors, where possible,

from descriptions in the syllabi, such as Parsons

for “structural functionalism.” The authors of

textbooks and editors of anthologies are not

included in these counts.) Of the 868 references

to theorists on these 52 syllabi, 306 referred to

authors born before 1870 (including Marx,

Weber, Durkheim, and Du Bois).  An additional

164 
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references were to authors born before

1920; 168 were to authors born in the 1920s;

64 were to authors born in the 1930s, 96

were to authors born in the 1940s, and 70

were to authors born in the 1950s or later.

The individual syllabi varied widely on how

they doled out readings – in the following

chart, each syllabus is represented by a

horizontal line, color-coded for the cohort

of the authors covered in the syllabus. (The

chart counts each author on the syllabus

once, and does not take account of the

length of readings or the number of days of

instruction devoted to each author.) The

syllabi are arranged from top to bottom by

the year in which the instructor received 

their doctorate. (Two syllabi were received

without instructors’ names, so the year of

doctorate is listed as unknown.) Some

syllabi devoted more than half of their

references to the classical period; others

devoted one quarter or less. Some syllabi

included no authors born since 1930; in

others, these comprised half of the authors

on the syllabus.

As shown in the next chart, instructors with

more recent doctorates were more likely to

teach more recent material. Authors born

since 1930 comprised 17 percent of the

references in syllabi taught by instructors

who received their doctorate before 2000,

on average. (This graph averages the

percentage from each syllabus, not the

percentage for the syllabi as a group, since

some syllabi assigned more authors than

others.) Among instructors who received

their doctorates in the past dozen years, this

rate rose to 28 percent.

 It appears from these syllabi that most

courses in sociological theory – following

the lead of most textbooks and anthologies –

are still structured around the history of

sociological theory, with only a sprinkling of

new developments from recent decades.

Among the new developments that have not

gotten much traction yet in these syllabi are

calls to “decolonize” sociological theory,

such as R.W. Connell’s Southern Theory 
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(2007) and Syed Farid Alatas and Vineeta Sinha’s Sociological Theory Beyond the Canon

(2017). The canon of North American and European theorists has expanded to encompass

women and people and color, but relatively few syllabi (16 of 52) included an author from

the Global South, and most of those authors work in the United States. Sociological

theory, as it appears in these syllabi, is almost entirely a product of Europe and North

America.

 

For years, I have wrestled with the conundrum of how much to update my own theory

syllabus. I have shrunk my coverage of the “classical” era and dropped almost all of the

mid-20th century material in order to add more recent and more global theorists. With

each change, I feel a tension between the goal of introducing students to interesting

contemporary theorists they may never encounter in another sociology class, and the goal

of inducting students into the general theoretical knowledge of sociologists in the United

States, many of whom were trained, as I was, with a more limited canon.

 

Reviewing this sample of syllabi from around the United States, I see that I am not alone

with this dilemma.

Emerging Social Theorists
In each issue of Perspectives, the co-editors feature the work of early career
social theorists. 

Nominate a theorist to be featured! 

If you would like to nominate yourself or someone you know to be featured in future issues,

please email the co-editors at theory.newsletter@gmail.com.
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Emerging Social Theorists

Birgan Gokmenoglu,
Birmingham City University

Dr. Birgan Gokmenoglu is a political

ethnographer whose research interests are in

social and political theory, social movements

and contentious politics, time and temporality,

alternatives to liberal democracy, and struggles

for social justice. She holds a PhD in Political

Sociology from the London School of Economics

and an MA in Sociology from the University of

Southern California. She is currently Lecturer

(Assistant Professor) in Sociology at

Birmingham City University (UK).

I study the relationship between time and

power in contentious politics, with a focus

on Turkey and more recently the UK. I am

interested in understanding time as an

instrument of power and resistance, and in

conceptualizing some of the specifically

temporal dynamics of socio-political life,

with a view to developing a political

sociology of time.

 

These temporal dynamics may range from

electoral cycles to disruptions to the

electoral schedule, from synchronization

to temporal dissonance, from future 

projections to collective memory, from

political imagination to constructions of

utopia and dystopia, from short notices to

waiting times, from the unequal distribution

of time across social groups to anticipation,

dread, hope, the possible and the potential.

As a qualitative researcher, I analyze the

temporal dynamics of socio-political life

through experiences of time, narratives of

time, and practices of timing. Temporal

experiences, narratives, and practices not

only shape and are shaped by political

horizons, discourses, and imaginations, but 
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are also embedded in everyday material

life. In my previous research on the

participatory-democratic local assemblies

in Istanbul, the interconnectedness of the

temporal and the material manifested in

activists’ tactics and the organizational

structures that they built. In the same

study, I also found that resistance against

an authoritarian regime accentuated a

“politics of anticipation” where the future

itself became the terrain of contention.

The politics of anticipation involved both

the futurity that is inherent in politics, and

also the necessity on the part of the

activists to constantly reorient themselves

and each other towards anticipated

futures.

My current theoretical project aims to

conceptualize “political time” and the

“political calendar,” taking inspiration

from Barbara Adam’s timescape

perspective and Bourdieu’s concept of the

political field; incorporating insights from

cultural sociology and the theory of

interaction, especially the work of Nina

Eliasoph and Iddo Tavory. With this

project, I seek to contribute a conceptual

tool to talk about time in politics, to bridge

different studies and disciplines.

My work thus far has focused on the

temporal interactions between activists

and the regime in Turkey. Moving

forward, my next research project will be

on how the above mentioned temporal

dynamics play a role in creating and

maintaining specifically raced, classed, and

gendered 

 

inequalities in the climate justice movement

in the UK. Barbara Adam is again an

inspiration, along with Sarah Sharma, Sara

Pursley, Lisa Baraitser, Judy Wajcman, Laura

Bear, among other critical thinkers.

 

This body of work seeks ultimately to

contribute to developing the political

sociology of time, sociology of time and the

future, and critical time studies, as well as

political sociology and sociological theory

more broadly.
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Emerging Social Theorists

Abigail Cary Moore, 
University of Virginia

Abigail Cary Moore is a cultural sociologist

with interests in social theory, semiotics, race,

and law and society. She holds a B.A. from Yale

University in English and Women’s, Gender,

and Sexuality Studies, and an M.A. from the

University of Virginia in Sociology. She will

receive her Ph.D. from UVA in May 2023.

Most recent publications include “Signs and

Their Temporality: The Performative Power of

Interpretation in the Supreme Court” (2022) in

Sociological Theory; and “Policing Potential

Violence” (2022) in New Political Science.  

My dissertation, Binding a Future of

Violence: Acts, Signs, and Interpretations in the

Racial State, was born out of wondering

what it would mean to think of the state

not as having a monopoly on legitimate

violence, but as having a monopoly on the

processes of legitimation for violence. While

these phrases may amount to very similar

things in practice, approaching the

relationship between the state and various

forms of violence from the perspective of

legitimation shifts the analytical emphasis

to processes of interpretation, and the

legal validation and perpetuation of

certain interpretations over others.  

I analyze the oral arguments of myriad court

cases involving disputes about the definition

and legality of certain kinds of violence,

including U.S. Supreme Court cases

declaring the KKK’s ritual of burning crosses

an act of protected speech rather than a

threat of violence (Virginia v. Black 2003),

and the boundaries of legal police use of

force (Tennessee v. Garner 1984; Graham v.

Connor 1989; Scott v. Harris 2007), as well as

cases in the lower courts, such as the 2021

trial of Kyle Rittenhouse, at which the teen

was acquitted for the shootings that resulted

in the deaths of two men and injury of a

third in Kenosha, WI. 
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Through the textual analysis of these cases, it became clear that much of the

interpretation taking place in the courtroom was deeply temporal, rooted in varying ways

of situating a single sign in time. Thus, I argue that temporality is a crucial and

undertheorized dimension of interpretation. 

Moreover, my work examines acts of interpretation, with temporality at their cores, as

acts of performative power. While performative power has primarily been theorized as

arising in moments of dramatic change, if we return to the semiotic roots of the concept,

particularly in the works of Judith Butler (through Derrida and JL Austin), we can use

generative iteration of performative power as a way to describe and explain variably

durable discourses and patterns of action. While the Supreme Court is perhaps a

paradigmatic site of this phenomenon in action, I posit iteration as a useful way to

interrogate the relationship between interpretation, performative power, and durability in

any number of social structures.  
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Lewis Coser Award for Theoretical Agenda Setting:
Claire Decoteau, University of Illinois, Chicago

Theory Prize (Book) 
Co-winners:

Charles Camic, Northwestern University.

Veblen: The Making of an Economist Who Unmade Economics

Paige L. Sweet, University of Michigan.

The Politics of Surviving: How Women Navigate Domestic Violence and Its Aftermath
 

Honorable Mention:

Monika Krause, London School of Economics.

Model Cases: On Canonical Research Objects and Sites 

Junior Theorist Award
Winner:

Daniel Hirschman. Brown University.

2021. "Rediscovering the 1%: Knowledge Infrastructures and the Stylized Facts of Inequality."

American Journal of Sociology 127(3): 739-786.
 

Honorable Mention:

Caleb Scoville. Tufts University.

2022. “Constructing Environmental Compliance: Law, Science, and Endangered Species

Conservation in California’s Delta.” American Journal of Sociology 127 (4). 

Best Student Paper Award
Winner:

Gordon Brett, University of Toronto

 "Dueling with Dual Process Models. Cognition, Creativity and Context." Sociological Theory 40

(2): 179-201
 

Honorable Mention: 

Mary Shi, University of California, Berkeley 

"”Until Indian title shall be… fairly extinguished:” The Public Lands, Settler Colonialism, and

Early Government Promotion of Infrastructure in the United States."

Theory Section Awards
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